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   VISIT OF AN IPS OFFICER 
2. 8. 2022
Assistant commissioner of police, Mr.   Murugesan today

addressed the class 8 students as a part of the motivation.

He emphasized that both studies and sports are

important for a human being. Also, the value of a teacher

and his/her role in a person's life is highlighted. He also

appreciated the effort taken by students for the

forthcoming sports day.

Finally, he concluded the speech by quoting the most

prestigious words by Swami Vivekananda :

"Awake, Arise, and stop not till the goal is reached.



   HANDS ON ACTIVITY
2. 8. 2022
Burger Making - Class II 

Students of Class II had a lots of fun

making their own signature burgers .

They loved designing and building their

perfect burger.This activity will also

encourage children to use their creative

skills as well as to learn a knowledge about

healthy food. They have learnt to use

healthy fillings in it . Children have

enjoyed  comparing burgers with their

friends.



   SPECIAL ASSEMBLY

2. 8. 2022

Students of class II A performed a special assembly on the
topic of National Colouring Book Day on August 2nd
recognizes the joy in children and adults alike derive from
coloring in pages of designs.
Students enthusiastically gave a speech on their favourite
colour and why do they like it and colour of the National
Flag.

NATIONAL COLOURING BOOK DAY 



8. 8. 2022

QUIT INDIA MOVEMENT DAY 

The special assembly on Quit India Movement was celebrated
on 08.08.2022. Every year, the day is celebrated by paying
tribute to freedom fighters who laid their lives for the country.
It is very well known that Gandhiji delivered his speech, which
commenced the Quit India Movement, at Mumbai's Gowalia
Tank Maidan, popularly known as August Kranti Maidan.
Students of Class VII-C exhibited their talents in a versatile
manner. A speech on Quit Indian Movement was delivered by
Dhanya J of VIIC. Students recited the famous slogans of the
Quit India Movement. Students also enacted as News Reporters
stating the news of the Chess Olympiad and Headlines of the
day.



11. 8. 2022

Assembly creates a motivated
environment and students are capable of
doing work effectively. The topics given
are  based on a form of assembly that has
been created a positive contribution to the
students self development and encouraged
to explore different subjects.
Kids participated in assembly today and
they explained the importance of the
festival for brothers and sisters.



12. 8. 2022

INTERNATIONAL YOUTH DAY 

The special assembly was about

“National Youth Day” conducted by

students of IX B starting with Tamil

Thai Vazhthu, followed by News and

Thought for the day.

A debate on ‘The importance of Youth

in politics’ was initiated where children

were spilt up as two teams, debating for

and against Youth in politics.

The show ended up with National

Anthem.

The duty of the youth
is to be responsible
towards themselves,
their families, society
and the country
&
to challenge
corruptions



   FIELD TRIP

4. 8. 2022
Class 1 students of San Academy, Pallikaranai went
to the field trip at guindy national park. Children
enjoyed watching different animals and also learnt
their names. They were made to sit together and
had their refreshments. We ended up our trip with
full enthusiasm and fun.

Guindy children's park



4. 8. 2022

Hindustan Institute of Technology and Sciences,
Kelambakkam

San Academy Pallikaranai organized an educational

field trip for the class XII students to visit the Hindustan

Institution of Technology and Sciences, Kelambakkam.  

This event was started with a welcome note by Ms.

Kalpana, Admission and Marketing Manager,

Hindustan Institutions.  They conducted an orientation

program explaining their history of origin, courses

offered, facilities available, students of pride, and their

position in India with a PPT presentation.  Dr.

Ponramalingam, Registrar, Hindustan Institution of

Technology and Sciences and interacted with our

students and gave a speech on their institution.  Science

students of San Academy got a wonderful opportunity

to visit Aeronautical Lab, Flight Stimulators, Biotec Lab,

Chemical lab, and automobile lab.  Students of

commerce and humanity stream got a wonderful

opportunity to visit lab for fashion designing and sound

studio of visual communication. Students asked their

doubts and expectations which were all clarified by the

faculties of Hindustan Institution of Technology and

Sciences.  Finally, the trip was concluded with a thanks

note given by a student of San Academy.





8. 8. 2022

FIRE STATION, TAMBARAM

Today Class 3  from San Academy went on a field trip to Fire Station (
Tambaram ) branch. As soon as we arrived there all the officers were
ready in their respective uniforms. Each officer explained the uses of
each tool eg: combi tool, fire extinguisher, etc used in the rescue team.
Later they showed the students a live demo using a water hose.
Chocolates & biscuits were distributed to students. Later each class
took photos with the fire brigade and officers.
Students were made aware that it is important to keep safety inside
and outside the house is a must. All students enjoyed their First field
trip of this academic year.



Class 4 students with great enthusiasm started their field
trip in the morning to Chennai Rail Museum. After
reaching, students had their snacks and refreshed
themselves. 
Students were taken around the premises to witness the
different types of coaches, bogies and engines.
The ’Toy Train ride’ made the day exciting for the
students. Students were taken in a toy train around the
premises of the Museum. 
Students enjoyed a lot to travel in a toy train with their
friends and teachers. 
Students were thrilled when the toy train took them
through the tunnel. 
In art gallery, students witnessed the rare photographs
and were exuberant. They also gained the knowledge
about the evolution of railways in India. 

10. 8. 2022
CHENNAI RAIL MUSEUM



This field trip was
not only fun filled
but also a perfect

need of the hour to
make students enjoy

schooling.



B. M. Birla Planetarium is a large planetarium in Chennai
providing a virtual tour of the night sky and holds cosmic
shows on a specially perforated hemispherical aluminum
inner dome. 
The fifth B. M. Birla planetarium in the country. Students
are interested and they learned about the solar system and
the planets. 
How the planets look like and what are all the satellites and
how it is placed in space. 
Class 5 students are very much interested in seeing
Planetarium. They saw the 3D show of dinosaurs and the
museum. 
Class 5 students enjoyed the virtual tour of the night sky in
the aluminum dome. Students went to the park and they
learn about their weight and height on each planet.

11. 8. 2022

BIRLA PLANETORIUM



ANNA CENTENARY LIBRARY

17.8.2022
On 17th August 2022, students of class VI San Academy,
pallikaranai went on a field trip to Anna Centenary library.
Students were surprised to see the size of the building. The
library had eight floors. It was maintained cleanly. Students
went to the kid's section which was on the first floor. The
entire floor was filled with full of books for the students. They
went around to see the place and found so many interesting
books to read. The books were of good quality and had
beautiful pictures. Students spent quality time reading books
on the first floor. Then they were taken to the rest of the
floors in the library. There are all types of books including
Sociology, Science, Literature, Famous personalities,
Economics, Commerce, etc., As a takeaway students came to
know that Libraries play a very healthy role throughout our
life. Library provides a very calm and disciplined atmosphere
which helps to maintain a good concentration on their
studies.



On 18th August 2022, students of class VII San Academy, Pallikaranai went on a field trip to

Connemara Public Library Chennai

 184 students with  7 teachers went on a trip to connemara library, Egmore Chennai, to know

about the library, its history, and how the books are arranged according to the genre. 

Field Observation:

Students are taken inside the library in batches with a teacher and a helper accompanying

them. 

 Students visited all the 3 floors of the library and got to know about books that are available

for reference and borrowing. 

 Almost 45 minutes of each batch had spent inside the library to observe the readers and the

available books. 

Students found the trip more interesting, and informative, and had a quality time.

CONNEMARA PUBLIC LIBRARY CHENNAI

18.8.2022



MODERN BAKERS MADRAS PVT LTD, 
MADHAVARAM
22.8.2022

Modern baker factory is a part of Parle group. They
produce 50 tons of biscuits (10000 boxes) of biscuits
and work in shifts. They have a variety of biscuits,
chips, chocolates, cakes, toffees, confectionery, and
more. Their raw materials are cleaned and processed
and made into biscuits of excellent quality.

RESOURCE PERSON:  MR.RAJPAL

ANYTIME IS BISCUIT TIME!!!!!!!!!



LOTTE  CHOCO PIE FACTORY

23.8.2022

Class 2 students went to the field trip at Lotte
Choco Pie Factory(Thiruvallur). Children
have learnt the process of making choco pie
and enjoyed the trip. They were made to sit
together and had their food. Children
received a complimentary gift from the
Lotte management. Finally trip ended up
with fun and enthusiasm.



AAVIN MILK FACTORY

   23.8.2022

As a part of field trip the students of class IX visited aavin milk
factory in sholinganallur. First of all the students were explained
and was given a brief introduction about the factory working right
from buying milk from farmers and societies in tanks and how the
milk is tested in various levels for its purity. Then later the students
were taken a round in their factory to understand how the milk is
packaged. The students understood the different packaging in aavin
based on the fat content. The students clarified their doubts with the
employees there. Overall students had a very informative industrial  
visit to aavin milk factory 



FISHING HARBOUR, KASIMEDU

   24.8.2022

The purpose of Field Trip  is to provide students with
theoritical & practical experience.This trip also provided an
oppurtunity to learn many things about Fishing Harbour.
 In this field trip students of San Academy,Class X gained
tremendous experience and good knowledge regarding the
aspects on aquaculture and fisheries . This visit act as a
confidence booster for the students for doing well in our
further educational scenario.

The main objective of
conducting a field trip for
students is to reinforce
experiential and contextual
learning. Field trips are a
way of enhancing
classroom learning by
making real world
connections. Field trips
expose students to different
lifestyles, places and eras



29.7.2022, 30.7.2022 & 1.8.2022

தமி� மாணவ ேநச ம�ற�

Chief guest: க�வ���ைற அைம�ச� ெபா�யா ெமாழி 

ச�க� தமி� ப�ற� அற�த�, ச�க� வள��த
ம�ன�க� ப�ற� அற�த�, ச�க� �லவ�க�
ெப�ைமைய அற�த�,இல�க�ய.. இல�கண வ�னா�
வ�னா,,�ல� மாணவ�களி� தமிழா�வ�...நா��ய
நாடக� �ல� தமி�� கைலகைள�  ப�ற� அற�த�.
அ�ைமயான ஒ�. ஒளி
வ�வைம��..மாணவ�களி� நடன�, ெதா���
வழ�க�ய ஆச�ரிய�க�..பரி� ெப�ற  மாணவ�கைள

ஒ��க�ைண�த பா�� வ�ய�பளி�த�. ஒ� ந�ல
ந�க��ச�...ந�க��ச�ைய நட�த�ய ப�ளி�
��ம�த��� ந�ற�.



INVITATION OF KG SPORTS MEET



Sports play an important part in character building. In
recognition of the need to inculcate the sporting spirit in
children, San Academy Pallikaranai organized the 9th
Annual Sports Day for kindergarten children on 06
August 2022. The theme ‘Festivals around the world",
provided an ideal opportunity for the children to
demonstrate and learn about the country, its history
and culture and Festival through various sporting
disciplines.
. The Sporting extravaganza commenced with hoisting
the school flag by the chief guest Master
Harshavardhan S, district skater for morning show and
Miss Lakshitha R. S. National championship in skating
for evening show.  This was followed by a spectacular
nursery kids parade and Sr Kg A kids parade with the
school achievement and accolades.
Jr kg kids performed Diwali drill which emphasize the
importance of Go Green Diwali,symbolizes minimum
damage to the environment, by saving the
environment and mother Earth, which provides us all
the natural resources.
Sr kg A and C kids showcased the onam flower drill, the
pookolam symbolizes the spirit of unity and teamwork
among the family.  Sr kg B and D kids performed the
Mardi grasdrill, the carnival theme emphasize, let the
life be filled with loads of fun and laughter. 

 

   KG SPORTS MEET

   6.8.2022



The various props such as flowers, mask,
and no to crackers were colourful and
mesmerizing to the audience as the
exercises were well coordinated.The
children also participated in a wide
range of races like ‘Onam boat race’,
‘Easter Egg’ and ‘the Pamplona Bull run’
to name a few. The parents
enthusiastically cheered on as the
students took to the track to compete
with their peers.
 The winners of each event were
felicitated by the chief guest and
Principal with medals and certificate.
The parents event was so fun filled as
father's had lemon and spoon game and
mother's stich a button event 
The inspiring speech of the young chief
guest made the arena energetic and
created interest in every one's life that
practice, perseverance and passion to
sports leads to great success. The
Principal address to parents was
motivational on explaining the
significance of taking part in sports.
The Sports Day helped children explore
their hidden sports interests, to build
confidence and to inculcate a desire to
learn new skills by watching their peers.
It was a fun filled day for one and all.







  INVITATION FOR THE 9TH 
ANNUAL SPORTS MEET

(CLASS III - VI)



Our shining stars of San Academy, Pallikaranai
enthusiastically participated and showcased their talents
and sportsmanship in 9th Annual sports meet on the
theme “win some lose some” held on 13/08/2022
Saturday at YMCA ground, Nadanam .It is an honor and
privilege to have Dr.Pon Anbarasu, Asst professor of
YMCA college of Physical education as a chief guest.
• Students took part in March past with teamwork and
discipline.
• Our little sanites of Class III exhibited the Javelin drill
routine with their prop, teaching the importance of
strength, power and coordination
• Our dazzling class 4 sanites incorporated their colorful
wheel shaped pompoms in the drill show
• Class 5 students showcased their drill routine with
colorful hand gloves explaining the significance of
hygiene.
• Grade 6 students gave a fantastic drill performance on
Failure is a stepping stone of success
• Minor track events were conducted for every class with
different games
• Students participated in track events like
50mts,100mts, 200mts running and relay and bagged
prizes
• San Academy, Pallikaranai extremely feels blessed for
presenting an ancient defence form, Silambam and
Karate display by class V and VI sanites.
• San Academy group of schools encourages students to
take part in sports activities along with academics to lead
a harmonious life.





  INVITATION FOR THE 9TH 
ANNUAL SPORTS MEET

(CLASS VII - XII)



SPORTS MEET VII - XII

  13.8.2022

CHIEF GUEST :MR. M. MURUHUVENDAN

Gives an inspirations to students for a united activity
and imbibes in them a true sportsmanship.

Class 7 to 12 students participated in the 9th
Annual Sports Meet 2022 in YMCA ground -
Nandanam on 13.08 2022. Students participated in
the March Past house wisely and the VAYU house
bagged the prize for the best house for March past. 
Students also participated in various athletic
competitions like 100m, 200m, 400m, and 4×100
m relay house-wise and bagged various prizes.
PRITHVI house won the overall championship.
Also, the students exhibited the drill so beautifully
that offered a great treat for the spectators.

“A champion is someone who gets up when he can't.”
“Hard work beats talent when talent doesn't work hard.”
“Run when you can, walk if you have to, crawl if you
must; just never give up".









Our sparkling stars of San Academy, Pallikaranai gave an
enthralling performance by exhibiting their talents in sports on
the 9thAnnual sports meet focussing on the theme
“NUMBERS” held on 14/08/2022 Sunday at YMCA ground,
Nadanam. It is an honor and privilege to have Ms. Shahana Kasi   
an athlete and a Kho -Kho player, as a chief guest for the class 1
& 2.
The event started by witnessing the colorful marchpast by the
students. It was a pride moment for the teams to march onto
the arena carrying the dignity of the school. 
Our amazing sanites of Class I C & D displayed the Zero drill 
 with their prop, explaining that zero is the mathematical
symbol that has a religious, cultural, and philosophical
background.
Our fabulous class 1 A & B sanites presenting drill on Clock
illustrating the importance of time that changes our
perspective about life with colorful clock prop.
The energetic participants of class II A & B with their amazing
square box props, performed a mass drill which shows the
strength of teamwork on the theme of National leaders.
Grade II C & D students gave an astonishing drill performance
on Skip counting that helps the children to do counting
quickly.
Various Minor track events integrated math with sports were
conducted for every class that kindled the mental ability of a
child. Winners are awarded.
 To bring out the individual sportsmanship exclusively
students participated in 50mts running and bagged prizes.
Parents disported themselves by giving an excellent
performance in conducted games recalling their childhood
memories.
San Academy group of schools focussed not only to bring out
the inbuilt kinesthetic skills but also to help the students in the
field of education.





  ENGLISH LITERARY CLUB ACTIVITIES

   10.8.2022
To develop self-efficacy and confidence and
would help  to enhance the general knowledge
base. 
Works in tandem to benefit students  in the
disciplines of writing and speaking by
conducting events that are both  instructional and
enjoyable.

Students brought poems written on a
chart. They read the poem; teacher
helped students to read, enjoy and have
fun with the poem. Discussion on poetic
devices and rhyme scheme was held. 
Students were motivated to write their      
own poems and participate in Intra
competition. 
This activity provoked creative skills in
young mind. 
It nurtured literary skills. It enhanced
their vocabulary. 

Students will be able to read,
appreciate, enjoy,  criticize
and compare/contrast the
Parts of the poem





Class 9 and 10 students took part in the monthly club activity on
the topic - INFLUENCE OF MEDIA AND ADVERTISEMENT
ON YOUTH. This activity was in the form of discussion in the
classroom. Students came out with their thoughts and vision and
put forth  their version of ideas in a very beautiful way which is
really commendable.

Class 1:
Learning proverbs will help improve moral
thinking, aid in understanding impart knowledge
in our daily lives/routine. 
     Students of class 1, involved in the activity to
learn proverbs and deliver the same as fun filled
activity.

Class 2: Acronym 
             Students of class 2 learnt,an abbreviation
formed from the initial letters of other words and
pronounced as a word.

   Students learnt the meaning of Acronyms and
had fun making more Acronym. 
     Students enjoyed and made more shortened
form of words in the chart as fun filled activity



San Academy group of Schools organized a literary club
on 17th August 2022 for the 3-5, to develop self-efficacy
and confidence and would help to enhance the general
knowledge base. The benefit of incorporating club
activity enhances the disciplines of writing and
speaking by conducting events that are both
instructional and enjoyable.Students has to make
slambook with photographs,autographs,Self
appreciation and their loved moments.It develop
creative skills in students that helps in application of 
 new ideas bring out the different artwork.San Academy
extremely feel concerned to improve the learning
experiences of students,help them identify and develop
their inner talents.





  KG - INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATION

   11.8.2022
The kindergarten kids of San Academy Pallikaranai celebrated the
Independence Day with great enthusiasm. Independence Day is
one of the most honourable celebrations of our nation and we feel
proud to celebrate every year on 15 August. To make it more
special, the students donned Tricolour dresses.
 Learners were explained that the Independence Day marks the
end of the British rule in the year 1947 and the establishment of a
free and independent nation.
They were also explained the significance of tricolour flag, about
the freedom fighters, and how India became independent nation.
Teaches told the students about the supreme sacrifice the great
martyrs who gave their lives for the sake of freedom. Also, that the
freedom was very precious and it was very necessary to preserve it.
The nursery kudos actively involved in showing their patriotism by
exhibiting a dress up in tri colour with fashion walk they  left no
stone unturned to express their love for their motherland, it was
delightful to the eyes.
To mark respect for the freedom fighters who laid down their lives
for the motherland. Jr. Kg. kids were dressed up in national
independent leaders   They prepared the tri colour flower craft in
celebrating the patriotism.
Sr. Kg. Kids involved themselves in tri colour badge making activity
, solo song and speech raised the Indian spirit , kids gave a ramp
walk with dress up of different states of India letting everyone to
know that India is unity in diversity .
The Independence Day has a great importance in every citizen's
life. This day reminds us every year that freedom is sacred and
citizens must do everything to ensure that it shall not be
endangered. Students actively participated in the activities by
keeping their spirits high and exhibiting their patriotic attitude.
Celebration ended the celebration with national anthem.





  VII-XII INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATION

   15.8.2022
San Academy, Pallikaranai celebrated the 75th Independence
Day on 15 August 2022 with great patriotic fervour and zeal.  A
sense of happiness and pride could be clearly seen on the faces
of all the management, teachers, students and parents.  The
program started with Tamil Thai Vazhthu, followed by the
march past.  Ms. Hemalatha Sooryanarayanan, Principal of San
Academy Pallikaranai hoisted the tricolor and took the guard of
honour.   This entailed with a short celebration including
speech, patriotic group song, graceful dance performances.  The
students also mesmorized the audience by playing the flute and
the keyboard.  The Principal addressed the gathering , she
appreciated the consistent endeavours of our armed forces in
protecting our country bravely.  She urged the students to
realize, understand and cherish our coveted freedom and work
towards a progressive nation.  She extended her warm greetings
to the teaching and non-teaching faculty, students and parents
on the occasion.





Our student V.Nethraa
(V-A) drawing for the
75th Independence Day
celebration.



TOURISTY DAY

17.8.2022
World Tourism Day is observed  annually to raise
awareness about the significance of tourism and how it
affects social, political, cultural, and economic values
globally. The day is marked to highlight the
importance of the tourism sector in promoting and
preserving cultures and heritage around the world.
World Tourism Day also acknowledges the
contributions the tourism sector can make towards
attaining the Sustainable Development Goals. 
The little learners of San Academy celebrated the
touristy day by setting the travel tour with suitcase,
goggles, backpack and itinerary. The children learnt
the various necessary thing to carry for a tour such as
necessary documents, luggage and details of the
destination. Kids arranged themselves with picnic set
up, beach set up. They learnt its important to maintain
the sanctity  of the place by keeping it clean.



KRISHNA JAYANTHI CELEBRATION

18.8.2022

Sweeter than honey, tastier than curd, pleasanter indeed
than any happiness and joy is the company, is the power
of the name of Krishna. The birthday of Lord Krishna is
celebrated with great devotion and enthusiasm, on this
Janmashtami day, in India. The students of San Academy
celebrated Janmashtami with fun and frolic.
An awareness on Janmashtami, the mythological stories
on Krishna, Radha, Kansh – through  narrations and
Power point  were presented to the children. To celebrate
the extraordinary bond between children and the
Almighty, various activity took place. All the little
learners adorned themselves in Radha and Krishna attire.
Jr. Kg. kids during the celebration  danced to the tunes of
Krishna rasaleela. It was truly entertaining and educating
as they gained the body balance involving the gross
motor skill. The kudos also involved in making an
amazing little Krishna’s flute with colourful hand made
peacock feathers, adding the beauty to the celebration.
Sr. Kg. Kids involved in dancing to the tunes of Radha
where , Lord Krishna played his flute and the Gopis of
Vrindavan joined him in a night of dancing. Depicting
the essence of music and dance in Lord Krishna’s life, the
kids mesmerized the audience eyes with their dance
moves.
Nursery kids welcomed the celebrations with their tiny
footmarks using the rangoli powder. 





SHOW & TELL EVENT

23.8.2022

Speaking in front of a group is an effective activity to
encourage the use of descriptive language and develops a
child’s ability to retell stories – in turn leading to
improved communication skills which are important
throughout their lives. They also develop the ability to
answer questions well.
Jr. Kg. kids performed their show and tell activity during
the session, wherein they displayed charts, models posters
of the topic assigned to them. Kids showcased their public
speaking skill. It demonstrated an understanding of
listening and speaking skills for effective.





INTRA COMPETITION

24.8.2022

Students of class 1 participated in intra competition
in the topic story telling.
Story telling increase children willingness to
communicate thoughts and feelings.
Students enjoyed and confidently delivered their
story.

 Students of class 2 participated in intra competition in the
topic acronym.
 Acronym is a short word that is made from the first letter of
a group of words.
 Students learnt the meaning of acronym and had fun
making more acronym



Picture interpretation competition held on 24th August
2022. Children were interpreting their slambook with
their beautiful speech, reminiscing their past
experiences with their loved ones. An activity like this
will inculcate the essential skills, abilities, and
knowledge among the individuals. Creating slambook
on our own is a fun part and expresses uniqueness.
These activities will help students to pursue interests
outside standardized education and encourage them to
expose themselves to students of their age permissively.



Poem Recitation - Intra for the month of August
Write up
“Poetry is simply the most beautiful, impressive,
and widely effective mode of saying things.” -
Matthew Arnold
Recitation activities help students to build
confidence as they learn to speak more accurately
and persuasively about any piece of writing.



Children astonished everyone with their voice
modulation and amazing memorizing skills.
The competition inspired the young poets to
come forward.

 Keeping this in mind, English Poem Recitation
Competition was organized for Grade Fledglings. 



San Academy,Pallikaranai,conducted an ADZAP Competition, an
advertising strategy contest for the  students of Grades 9 and 10
on24.8.22. Students demonstrated immense creativity and out-of-the-
box thinking skills by coming up with innovative ideas.
The ADZAP competition was held in the classroom and each class was
divided into  teams consisting of  members each. The teams were given
their topic 20 minutes in advance. Some of the interesting topics were –
Harry Potter’s Broom,Hitler’s Book on Compassion,Magical Pen.
The teams were then given the time to think of the best way to advertise
or sell the topic or idea allotted to them. Every team had to present a 3-
minute pitch to present on the stage. They had to convince the judges
that their product or idea was the best.
Teams were judged on clarity of thought, innovative idea, humour,
team coordination and expression.
The students were brilliant as they used witty one-liners and tag lines,
poems and skits to present their respective products.
The competition was fierce and the judges had a tough time judging the
winners. It was a good break for the students as they had a spectacular
time presenting their pitch and enjoying the interesting presentations
by their peers.



MARKET DAY

25.8.2022

To make the children understand that vegetables are an essential
component of a healthy diet for physical growth and sound health, a
vegetable market day was celebrated in the virtual classroom. 
Teachers explained and shared the PowerPoint presentation of
Market, the activities carried in everyday life. A growing body
requires fruits and vegetables that are critical to promote good
health. Fruits and vegetables provide the body with an added source
of antioxidants that is needed to properly wage war against free
radicals. . These vegetables and fruits reach us with the help of
market and vendors.
The market set up with fruits, vegetables, weighing machine was
created for  the little learners, Market helps to learn how to sell,
usage of math and money concepts, problem solving, and develop
the skills of planning and designing. The kids were delightful to
indulge themselves the weight scale and how the various vegetables
are weighed and given to customers.
Children got to know and explore different kinds of fruits and
vegetables.  The teachers also explained the importance of fruits’
and vegetables’ intake in diet for mental and physical growth. 
 Children clearly understood the importance of washing the fruits
and vegetables before eating or cooking and about the benefits of
eating fresh fruits and vegetables. Children and teachers sang the
fruit and vegetable rhyme with great zest, enthusiasm and vigour,
enjoying the moments of joy and happiness on this special day.





Puppets have always fascinated children. 
The benefits of puppet play include helping children 
learn various academic and social skills. Various studies
have proved that puppets are very effective aids for
fostering cooperation, enhancing creativity, and improving
communication in pre-schoolers. Puppet shows for kids
have been used in classrooms, homes, hospitals and care
centres for fun and learning. They have been used as an
educational resource for decades.
The simplest way to get your little pre-schooler to open up
and talk is through puppets. The puppet can also become
'the friend' that child can talk to about anything! We will be
surprised to learn how much more our child engages and
communicates with the puppets than with others.
San Academy nursery kids celebrated puppetry day during
the session , they came dressed in fairy tale characters.
They enjoyed the story “The Jumbo the elephant” with
stick puppets made out of sock puppets by drawing a pair
of eyes, ears and a cheerful mouth on a pair of socks. Also
made stick puppets by pasting animal faces on ice cream
sticks. This interesting method to taught values and morals
to child from a very young age, which likely remember for
a lifetime. Teachers came up with different voices for each
character of the story.
, "Any puppet can encourage the quietest of children to
start talking. Puppets can break down barriers and provide
an effective means to initiate communication." It was
proved during the session as all kids interacted
enthusiastically the story . 

PUPPETRY DAY

25.8.2022





San Academy ,Pallikaranai and Global art organized
Kreative Art Competition for classes 3 & 4 on 27th
August 2022. 
The aim of the Globalart programme is to develop the
artistic and creative potential of children.
 Our San Academy takes immense pleasure  in
nurturing the creativity among our students.
 Children were participating enthusiastically by 
 completing the art given in the paper and colouring it.
The Thought process of the children were incredible.
 Every children performed in a unique way.

CREATIVE GLOBAL ARTS

26.8.2022



ADOLESCENT PEER EDUCATION PROGRAM

26.8.2022

CHIEF GUEST: MS. MALLIKA AND MS. CHANDRA
SURESH 

"FAMILY BONDING AND CARING COMMUNICATION."

The team of Adolescent Peer Education of San Academy,
Pallikaranai, conducted a special session on 26.08.2022 by
02:30 to 03:30 p.m. for class 9 students, 120 adolescent
students in total. Six peer educators participated and
conducted a very informative and interactive session on a
topic "Family Bonding and Caring Communication."
The session was started with a welcome note along with an
activity to explain about what is a family and the importance
of family.  One of the peer educators shared her own family
experience of her father working out of state to make the
audience to understand the role of responsibility, trust and
freedom as the components of a family.  They performed a
role play for understanding the styles of communication like
being submissive, assertive and aggressive in home and gave
some tips to strengthen the family bonding.  
Ms. Mohana Priya, J, Student Counsellor, San Academy
talked to the students about the importance of caring
communication in which she focused on listening to family
members and teachers, using proper choices of words,
understanding their feelings and emotions, and obeying
elders.
One of the chief guests, Ms. Mallika, Parent, San Academy
appreciated the team of Peer Educators and requested them
to conduct more sessions like this for the adolescent
children.  Ms. Chandra Suresh, PGT English, San Academy,
gave some tips on being open with parents and being
empathetic towards family members.
The session was ended with a thanks note.





CBSE organized 1 day of Tritriya sopan training camp for
scouts and guides of Chennai South Region, in which 25 of San
Valiants participated. Two days ’ camp life, which was full of
adventures, was worth six months of theoretical teaching.   It
was noteworthy that the scouts and guides came from
different PARTS of THE Chennai region and worked together
as a unit. 
The camp provided a great platform to students to show their
skills and to excel in the activities of their choice. Students
were made aware of internal endurance and how to become a
great leader and a valuable citizen. 

TRITRIYA SOPAN TRAINING CAMP

26.8.2022

Chief Guest: Dr.Hareesh L Metha ji, State commissioner 

RESOURCE PERSON: Dr.D.P.Sivasakti Balan, DC(S) & 
 Principal KRM Public School and Mr.J.ThanuKrishnan,
Treasurer & Principal, Smt.DCVV, Shaktivel Nagar, Kolathur

D.B Jain college VENUE: 



VALEDICTORY FUNCTION OF BHARAT
SCOUTS AND GUIDES

San Academy Pallikaranai
Principal Mrs Hemalatha
Sooryanarayanan consented
to be the chief guest for the
valedictory function. 
She addressed the scouts and
guides on universal
brotherhood and the
advantages of participating in
scouts & guides

Scouting rises within you
and inspires you to put
forth your best..... 

Chief Guest: Mrs Hemalatha Sooryanarayanan 



NO BAG DAY - CARPENTRY

27.8.2022

RESOURCE PERSON:  MR.FELIX

The participants of Class VI-VIII were involved in the
activity and eagerly listened to the tutor. As an initial task,
the resource person taught them how to punch the
wooden reaper with the testing needle and then taught
them to screw or nail. The students participated very
enthusiastically and all of them were given a chance to nail
and screw. The students patiently waited for their turn and
took active participation.   They learned technical words
such as punching, testing needle, and screwdriver. The
session ended with valuable learning on this special day.



KARUNA CLUB

Patrioitism, Kindness & compassionate living 

The karuna club  activities by grade 6 to 8 were entertaining

and filled with patriotism. Grade 6 have performed group

song which was pleasant for our ears. Their song was filled

with patriotic sense. The musical instruments play by grade 7

was soothing for the ears. The flutes and the keyboard made a

great go together. The patriotic dance by Grade 8 was

brimming with love and respect for our motherland and our

near and dear country - India.

 Swami Vivekananda taught us that we should not distinguish

each other on the basis of region, religion, caste and creed,

rather focus on peace and harmony. Based on the above

mentioned message our students organised a programme to

emphasis the importance of brotherhood



FOOD PROCESSING

RESOURCE PERSON:  MR. ANANDRAJ

In San Academy  Pallikaranai, the No
bag day- food processing session was
conducted on 27th August 2022.
Around 100 students participated.
The preparation process was explained
by Mr. Anand. Students learned to
make Chat item Pani puri stuff with
enthusiasm. It is a popular bite-size
chaat consisting of a hollow, crispy-
fried puffed ball that is filled with
potato, onions, spices, and flavored
water tamarind and mint, and popped
into one's mouth whole.
Students enjoyed the session a lot and
had a tasteful time.



HORTICULTURE

RESOURCE PERSON:  MR. SHANKAR

The no bag activity which is organised on Saturdays  is more
advantageous to the students as they come to know what is
cultivation.
Like wise the no bag activity was conducted on 27.08.22 in 
 San Academy garden where Mr.Shankar he taught the kids
how the vegetables can be grown in the terrace garden. He
showed the bags of beetroot, raddish, elephant foot, yam,
cauliflower and brinjal. The students were so excited and
happy to see the plants of these vegetables.
Also how raddish should be transplanted to other pots was
taught to the students.
Also how at what time the plants should be manured was
taught to them.
The activity was more enthusiastic to the students and they
have decided to plant more vegetables in their home.



ELECTRICAL TECHNOLOGY

RESOURCE PERSON:  PRIYADHARSHINI

The session starts by last month activity display of electric circuit
using fruit by dharshan of class VI D , Resource person
continued with the domestic electric circuit.Basically, electric
circuit connections are of two types:

Series circuit
Parallel circuit
In the series circuit electrons flow in a single direction. Series
circuits can be either opened or closed at a single time. When the
circuit breaks, no current flows in the circuit.

In the parallel circuit, electrons flow in several directions.
Different parts of the circuit are connected in different
branches. If a circuit breaks in a single direction, electric current
flows in another direction.
And ended with open ended questions



DESIGN THINKING

27.9.2022

Students built their creative thinking

Follow up of last month activity

Puppet making- Role play of the Puppet 

Students enacted the different characters 

MODULE 1 PUPPET MAKING:

The design thinking program aims in moulding students' creativity and
makes them people-centered problem solvers. 

Using the puppets made by them, they will be performing a puppet
show based on a story drafted by them.

Learning outcome:



CAREER FAIR

27.8.2022



Career guidance will help the students to fulfill their aspirations
by setting up realistic goals. 
 It also allows them to explore future endeavors based on
individual skills, interests, and values. 

The best way to predict one s future is to create it. 

Having the same in mind, San Academy Pallikaranai organized a
'Career Fest'' on 27 th August at their campus from 11.00 am to
2.00 pm for the benefit of the students from classes 9 to 12.

The fest had five institutions who had participated namely

i.   Chennais Amirtha
ii.  Remo international college
iii. Alpha International Academy
iv. Beyond education
v.  Beautiful mind competitive edge

The institutions had put up their educational stalls exhibiting the
various career options available in different arenas and also
explained the process of how to plan their career,  clear the
entrance or competitive exams, and how best they can pave their
career path. 

The institutions also addressed the students in the conference
room about the several career options available in every stream,
the marks they should score, the various competitive exams, and
the best colleges or universities that they can get into. 

The students benefitted as they were given a complete insight
into various career options. It was truly an informative and
helpful fare.  The fest ended with a valedictory session





STUDENT SAFEGUARDING ADVISORY
COMMITTEE MEETING 

27.8.2022

Student Safeguarding Advisory Committee Meeting was held
on 27.08.2022 in San Academy, Pallikaranai, Indoor Play Room
by 1.00 to 2:00 pm.  Totally, eight committee members
participated in this meeting, in which discussion on classes till
4:30 was happened which was elaborately explained by the
school principal, Ms. Hemalatha Sooryanarayanan.  Parents
have given a suggestion on giving orientation to all teaching
and non-teaching staffs on safety and security of the students. 
Parents also requested to give a relevant timing allotment for
scouts and guides for participating in big events.  There was a
request for creating an awareness on snake threatening in
school and the proper steps taken for these issues was clarified
with them.  Each member was asked to share their views and
suggestions.  Overall doubts of the parents were addressed by
the principal and she ensured all the expected steps and gave
assurance for the betterment of students, teachers and parents
community in physical, mental and social well-being.



NATIONAL SPORTS DAY

29.8.2022

National Sports Day was celebrated during the
assembly conducted by classes 6 to 8 to
commemorate the birth anniversary of Hockey
Legend,  Major Dhyan Chand today 29.8.22.

As the theme of the National Sports Day 2022 goes
'Meet the Champion', an initiative to be marked in
schools, San Academy Pallikaranai felt proud and
honoured to witness the laurels and accolades
bagged by the students of classes 6 to 8 in various
sports events on Saturday 27.8.22.

The champions of San captured in one frame with
great difficulty as they were too many in number
but 'True Champions' with  Sportsman spirit.



GANESH CHATURTHI CELEBRATION

30.8.2022

The lord of wisdom Sri Ganesha visited SanAcademy with
splendour and pomp. Students of Nursery to class 5 , welcomed
Lord Ganesha by performing  classical dance , carnatic songs ,
bajans and ramp walk and speech. Students learnt the
importance of respect to elders through the skit. The song
instilled Never give up attitude amongst children. The "Ganesha
ramp walk " stealed the show and last but not the least, the
speech given by std 5 students held the limelight. Shri Ganesha
was duely honoured by our little sanites of Pallikaranai



ACHIEVEMENTS, AWARDS & ACCOLADES

San Academy pallikaranai of class IX - XII participated in an intraschool

competition conducted by Vidhya mandir estancia on 30th July 2022. The event

was organised for the whole day where our students have participated and won in

many offstage and onstage competitions.

Students of class XII of Kathir Ezhil, L.NAkileswar , Anish T, Jebin Samuel, Sai

karthick, Amrith sebastin, have participated in Foosket ball in an energetic way they

won first place, in the event of Ramp walk students of class XII Yazhini T, Srilekha

Tadikamalla, Sanchana B , Ritu Pranashaw, Harini G.N, Neha kadiyala of all student

has participate more enthusiastically and secured second place, in the event of

Shipwreck student of class XII  Tanushree padmanaban has secured third place and

in the event of Just A Minute (JAM) student of class XII Neha kadiyala has secured

second place, every students those who won has received a trophy and certificates

for their achievements. The achievement was highly appreciated by THE TIMES OF

INDIA AND THE HINDU magazines. 



SAN ACADEMY,
PALLIKARANAI
organized a students
medical camp for  the
year 2022-23 and it
was appreciated by
THE TIMES OF INDIA

A career guidance program was organized by SAN
ACADEMY, PALLIKARANAI on professional careers in
commerce, it was highly appreciated by THE TIMES
OF INDIA & THE HINDU

Modern Senior secondary school, Nanganallur conducted an

interschool competition under the theme of "Our Bharath

Nation" on 29.07.22 ,S. Yagnyalakshmi of 7E and S. Aiswarya of

8B mesmerized the audience, chief guests and judges with their

stunning performance with a mashup of classical and folk and

they won first prize in the dance event,which was highly

appreciated by THE TIMES OF INDIA and THE HINDU

magazines. .



SAN ACADEMY, PALLIKARANAI students
participated in an  Inter-school competition
"PARAMPARA", organized by GTA Vidhya Mandhir on
5.8.22 & 6.8.22, Our SAN stars Anish.M of Class 1 won
1st prize in Skillfold and Nethraa.V of Class V A, won
1st prize in Sketch your thoughts competition. 

 Master Sahithiyan R (Std.
II ) has emerged as the
winner of the preliminary
level for this week's
edition of the Toffee Ride
GO Quiz Contest
conducted by Toffee Ride
- Learning App for
Primary School Kids



Students of San Academy
Pallikaranai participated in the
competitions conducted on the
occasion of the Independence day
(6th annual sports meet) of
DURGADEVI VIVEKANANDA
VIDYALAYA at Kolathur Chennai.
District-level scouts and guides
participated on the topic of national
leaders. Under the oratorical section,
our scout Kaushik of class 9B 
 secured 3rd position. Cub Sethu
Swaroop of class 3B bagged the
second position in the fancy dress
competition. The first position was
secured by Bulbul Srinica of class 2B
in the singing competition. 

Rithika of Class 3B, has contributed to the world record by
performing 70 chapters of Thirukkural  through bharathanatyam.



ச�ைச� ப�ளிய�� நட�த தமி� மாணவ ேநச ம�ற�
ேதசப�த� பாட�க� பா�� ேபா��ய��, நம� ப�ளிைய
ேச��த � ந�கா(II - D) எ��� மாணவ�
கல��ெகா�� இர�டா�
பரிச�ைன, நம� தமி�நா� ப�ளி க�வ���ைற
அைம�ச� அ�ப�� மேக� அவ�களிடமி��� ெப�றா�.

Sai charan of class 2d won the
3rd place in the chess
tournament held from 12 th to
15 th today. 
He received the trophy from
the sister of young grand
master of India praggnadha's
sister vishali

ஒ��ெமா�த ப�ேக�ப��காக எ�க� ப�ளி �த�வ� த��மத�
ேஹமலதா �ரியநாராயண� அவ�க���� வ���
 வழ�க�ப�ட�

https://ta.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E0%AE%87%E0%AE%B0%E0%AE%A3%E0%AF%8D%E0%AE%9F%E0%AE%BE%E0%AE%AE%E0%AF%8D_%E0%AE%89%E0%AE%B2%E0%AE%95%E0%AE%AE%E0%AF%8D_(%E0%AE%A4%E0%AE%BF%E0%AE%B0%E0%AF%88%E0%AE%AA%E0%AF%8D%E0%AE%AA%E0%AE%9F%E0%AE%AE%E0%AF%8D)


Aravindh of class 9B has got
the second place in the
district level chess
tournament held at valluvar
gurukulam on 21 st august.
He has been selected for the
state level chess
competition which is going
to be held at virudhunagar
on September 7 th to
September 11 th. 

The Hindu group brings you a chance to become a Kissan Protein
Champ by solving weekly puzzle. Our SanStars Bhavadharani  III B
and Shiney Claudine X C won the weekly puzzle

Our SAN student of Class IV
Saanvi Nagasubramaniam's
Drawing based on "My dad -
Superhero" has been
published in THE
CHILDREN'S MAGAZINE by
Progressive curriculum
management, Ernakulam,
Kerala, PCM also awarded a
cash price of Rs.100 to the
student and encourages her to
future endeavors



Nethraa V of V A has won the best player
award in U 13 intra club badminton
championship conducted by Winner sports
academy. She has won 1st prize in inter
school drawing competition Parampara
conducted by GTA Vidya mandir. She has
won participation certificate for classical
dance conducted by Sri Annai Natiyalaya
and Sri Narayani Kala peedam.

Rikshitha of IV B participated in  Skating
event " for 75th Independence day open
skating championship for all Chennai clubs
held at Nehru stadium on 21st August 2022.
Rikshitha Won 2 gold medals in the 300 &
400 meters Inline speed categories".

Prithi Hasini of V C won
trophies in badminton
championship conducted
by Transform Badminton
association 

Archery Inter-school competition is conducted by Vill Archery
Academy, at Maharishi vidya mandir, Chetpet, Chennai.
Our Sites S. Sai vishalya of 4 D, Aadhira of V B, and Shalini R of VI C.
Al three of them secured Second place in their respective age
category. 



DOLPHIN SILAMBAM ACADEMY Organized a State level
Silambam Championship - 2022 on 28.8.2022 at
Thiruvengadamangalam community hall,
Vengadamangalam, Chennai. Our San students participated
and bagged trophies which made us proud. 
Shakthi kriuthik - X C 1st prize , Yadunandan - IX -B  1st prize 
Mirityunjai- VIII C 3st prize, Jivitaesh- VIII - C 3 st prize 
Gokulakrisnan- VIII -A 1st prize , Aathirai- VII -A  1st prize 
Harshavardhini-VI F 1st prize, Sanuadithiya - 7 A 1st prize 
Divyateshna- VI B 3rd prize

Yashgukan S of Class VI
F won second place in
State level karate
competition held at San
Academy, Pallikaranai

Sakthi G of Class VI C has
been selected as the 3rd semi
finalist in Badminton
tournament held at Winners
sports academy, Madipakam,
Chennai




